TWO
DIVINING
TESTS
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Water at the divined depth and a
diviner's own gold ingot both elude
discovery

Dick Smith
I. Report on Water-Divining Test
After seeing a "teaser" on divining for the "Willesee Show," a popular
television program in Sydney, Australia. Malcolm McDowell. a property
owner in an outer suburb, decided to use the services of Vic Vaisey, one of
the most experienced diviners in the area . (Vaisey was one of those who
participated in the divining tests James Randi and I conducted in Sydney a
week later for the Willesee program.)
Knowing my involvement with the Sydney tests, McDowell rang me
up to ask if I would like to follow the proceedings. I enthusiastically
agreed, since most of the diviners we had tested (including Vaisey) said
they earned their living from divining and had never had a failure. We had
heard a lot of anecdotal evidence, but this was an opportunity to follow
such a claim from start to finish. The test was conducted in September
1980.
McDowell desperately needed additional water for his stock and for
irrigating his five-acre parcel of land . He had previously written to the New
South Wales Water Resources Commission. who then requested a map of
his property. The Commission advised him in writing that water might be
found at a minimum depth of I 5 meters (50 feet), most probably at 60
meters (200 feet). and at a maximum depth of 100 met~rs (330 feet). No one
from the Commission visited McDowell's property.
Vaise y went to McDowell's farm and spent about an hour applying
his divining rod. He was not told about the Commission report. He divined
two "definite" streams- one running east-west at a depth of 35 feet and
another running north-south 5 feet deeper. (It should be noted that the
dowser thus gave himself two chances of success in one spot.) He marked
this location (within a few inches of where "the two streams" crossed).
Vaisey was quite definite that, since he had always had 100 percent
accuracy, water would be found at this location and at the specified depth.
He charged McDowell $ 100 for his service. (The Water Resources
Commission had charged nothing.) He suggested that McDowell drill to
35 feet and, if the flow from that stream was not sufficient, that he press o n
the extra 5 feet to tap the next stream.
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The drilling rig arrived on the site soon afterward. Because of a tree
stump near the divined location. the rig was positioned to drill about six
inches away from Yaisey's marker. I had suggested to McDowe ll that he
make sure the hole was drilled exacly on the marked position: man y
di viners had claimed that their only failures were when the drill hole was
,not made in the exact spot recommended. causing the bore to miss the
stream by a few inches! Therefore McDowell insisted that the rig be mo ved
around the stump in order to drill the hole in the exact location. The drill
operators were amused by this request.
The drill quickly went down to the 35-foot and 40-foot levels. and
farther, only to find hard. dry shale to over 80 feet. Water was eventually
struck at 2 IO feet at 130 gallons an hour. An increased flow of 250 gallons
an hour was struck at 220 feet. Further drilling to a depth of 253 feet
produced no extra flow.
These results were entirely consistent with the Water Resources
Commission predictions. even though they had not visited the property.
McDowell then contacted Yaisey. who could offer no explanation for his
failure . He said it was the first time he had ever failed. McDowell hinted
that his $ I 00 should be refunded , but Yaisey made no offer.

II. Report on Metal-Divining Tests
Following the dowsing tests that James Randi and I had made in Sydney.
there had been an outcry from diviners in Perth. They claimed they could
easily divine metal hidden in a box with 100 percent accuracy.
A well-known Perth radio station, 6WF, decided to do a series of tests
of diviners and then send the most successful one to Sydney to claim the
$40,000 I had offered for a successful demonstration .
On September 5, I 980, twenty-five of Western Australia's diviners
performed in Perth in front of a large public audience and television
cameras. All of them said they could easily perform under the stated
conditions (cardboard boxes laid out on the ground. with one containing a
piece of metal). All said they would complete an agreed number of tests.
The protocol could hardly be called good, nor could the test
conditions be called scientific. However, the results were predictable. Even
though a number of the diviners stopped short of the required number of
tests when they found they were failing, the average score was 18 percent-the result from chance alone would have been 20 percent.
The diviners ga\e various reasons for failing . from an alleged huge
aluminum deposit under the ground to the jewelry worn by onlookers.
The diviner with the highest success rate for the day, Cecil Holmes. of
Gosnells, a Perth suburb. was flown to Sydney by the radio station for
testing by me .
1-1 olmes arrived at my home with his wife on the morning of Saturday.
September 13 . He immediately produced a small gold ingot. dropped it on
the ground. and enthusiastically showed how he could divine it . When 1
pointed out that. since he knew where the gold was, it was not a good
demonstration of di\·ining. he laug hed and said that it didn't make any
difference because it was the gold pulling the rods. not his knowledge of the
gold's location . Like most believers in divining. Holmes and his wife were
obviously sincere.
After I expl a ined the test conditions (a row of ten boxes. with the gold
ingo t hidden under one of them). Holmes sa id he would easily be able to
obtain at least 80 percent acc uracy. 1 asked Mrs. Ho lmes to he the c hief
judge. The other two judges were Trevor Munnery, a reporter from the
newspaper Truth. and Garry Crapp, a business associate of mine.
Before the test started. an unusual situation occurred. As is traditional
in such tests. in full \iew of Holmes I placed the gold ingot in a box and
asked him to see if hi s po wers were working. Instead of going directl y to the
chosen box (as we expected him to). he walked up and down the row of
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boxes showing u s that he received no reading from the e mpt y bo xes. H e
then misto o k the correct box to be the one nex t to it and promptly divined
the wrong box. His wife called out to him to "remember which box it was
put in ," but to no avail. After this bad start , we went ahead with eleven
different tests. At the conclusion of the tests, he was asked how he thought
he had fared. "At least 80 percent. pro ba bly higher." he sa id . His wife then
announced the results - one hit in e leve n tries- which were en tire ly
consistent with cha nce.
In spite of-his failure. Holmes then gave a d e m o nstration of a nothe r of
his powe rs- that of divining a two-dollar bill. H e s howed us that, if he held
a one-dollar bill and approached a tw o-d o lla r bill lying on the ground, the
divining rods would not move. but that they would if he held a two-dollar
bill. He was amazed to find that this power would not work when we
covered the two-dollar bill on the ground with a piece of paper. He had not
bothered to try such a test before because he ha d n o t thought it necessary.
At the conclusion of the tests, Holmes said he thought they had been
extremely fair and could not explain why his powers ha d not worked.

SURVEY RESULTS
With Issue No 3 we sent out a Survey to all subscribers o Fifty-four were ·
returnedo
We found a few volunteers for committees and assisting in the production of
"the Skeptic"o
We only had one person suggest he write an article but we hope others will
come forward with articles to help fill "the Skeptic"o
When asked to nominate subjects the readers would most like to see, the
greatest number of requests were for anti-evolution, fringe medicine, astrology,
meditation and chiropractic. Next most popular were biofeedback, clairvoyance,
ESP, cults, mediums, near death experience, supernatural beliefs, biorhythms,
water divining, telepathy and ghosts.
There was also interest in acupuncture, exorcism, faith healing, Horvath
car, psychic powers, spiritualism, von Daniken and the Valentich disappearanceo
that requests were often related to professional
It was noticeable
traffic
interests with doctors wanting articles on fringe medicine, air
controllers and pilots showing interest in UFOs and behavioral scientists keen
on ESP, clairvoyance and near death experienceo
This survey will help the editors in preparing "the Skeptic"o
Unfortunately few people indicated a willingness to research topicso
The open-ended section asking for comments generally brought favourable
responses except for a few who thought we had the wrong editorial biaso
These latter comments included: "perhaps there should be less skepticism
and more enquiry", "a prejudiced outlook should be guarded against at all
costs", and "I would like to see creative attempts at analysing the phenomena
rather than an over-cynical preconceived blanket judgment - I am rather wary of
skeptics being inflicted by dogma in a similar vein to atheists".
However such comments were outnumbered by the many favourable expressionso
The survey has given your editors an idea of what the readers want. However
we always welcome additional comments and suggestionso
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THE ABORIGINE AND
THE ASTRONAUT
by Ian Bryce
In the November-December 1981 issue of "UFO Research Australia" Newsletter,
the major article is
titled "Some
Suggestive
Examples
of Prehistoric
Interactions between
the Aborigines
of
Australia and
Extra-Terrestrial
Intelligence (ETI)".
According to the author, John Prytz, this paper (which expands a previous
paper) "serves to reinforce my basic premise that enough information exists to
suggest that at some time in the past, there could have been some degree of
interaction, maybe major, maybe minor, between the Australian Aborigine and
'Ancient Astronauts'". The author adopts a low-key approach, reflecting the
strength of his material, and admitting his ideas are suggestions, possibilities
and speculations.
The author begins by suggesting that if contact between early man and ETI
occurred, Australia has been in a favourable position to preserve the evidence.
There has existed a continuous social and cultural . link from early times,
lacking contact with other races, wars or social upheaval.
The author ignores the aborigines' lack of the ability to preserve records.
Other races represented . their history in writing, painting, buildings, stone
constructions, metal and ceramic artifacts and so on.
As oral traditions are the only cultural record the author has to support
his claims, he tries to convince us of their high degree of accuracy. He
emphasises that the aborigines are not children or savages but are humans with
the same potential abilities as ourselves. The legends were so important that
every detail and name should be preserved exactly. Their rock carvings of
animals are easily recognisable.
I am afraid I remain unconvinced that the legends remained unchanged when
retold to 400 new generations. The aborigines say the events in the legends
occurred in the "dreamtime"!
The evidence for UFO intervention is presented in five categories as
follows.
ORIGINS
How the aborigines came to be in Australia is unknown, the author explains,
but skeletal measurements and other biological factors show distinct differences
from neighbouring races. The author continues:
"But the aboriginal is not the only distinct race which once roamed
Australiao Aboriginal myths , backed up by the discovery of 40 skeletons in
northern Victoria ? are highly suggestive that Homo Erectus , in the more popular
guise of "Java Man", lived in Australia o o o side by side with modern type
aboriginals" until 10 , 000 years ago, and then vanished "
The origi n of the Asian and Australian fossils has been studied by many
scientists a
The position of the early Java fossils seems clear o They belong to the
species Homo Erectus, whose progress can be traced from Africa through southern
Europe to Asia about one to two million years ago o The most recent e x amples are
500,000 years old o
All more modern fossils, including the Neanderthals, belong to the present
species, Homo Sapiens. The 40 "robust" Kow Swamp skeletons, dated 9,000 to
15,000 years, possess facial features reminiscent of Homo Erectus, it is true,
but metrical analysis of skull dimensions shows them to be much closer to the
modern "gracile" aborigines than to Erectus o Ancie nt genetic inf luence may cause
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such variations., Such investigations are reported in detail in "The Origin of
the Australians", symposium papers of the Australian Institute of Aboriginal
Studieso
The author appears to have studied only the daily presso For him to indulge
in such conjecture and use it in support of ancient astronauts, is an insult to
archaeologyo
Prytz 0 s other
evidence for his claim comes from aboriginal myths and
legends Q He quotes at length from two articles in the "Australian" by reporter
Graham Williarnso In the first, Roland Robinson describes legends of a hairy,
ape-like creature, "with a low forehead, long spindly legs and hardly any neck"o
These myths are widespread and consistent in detail in southern NSW and
Victoria.,
So far so good., But what else does Robinson find convincing in the myths?
"They relate their versions of actual events or universal truths the story of
the Flood ooo and the Resurrection ooo" And then he describes mythology
containing knowledge in "psychology, extra-sensory perception and telepathy" o
It is stupid, Robinson said, for scientists to scoff at mythology" "In
Australia we have similar myths which have been proven by scientific facto The
aboriginal dreamtime myths tell of a time when Central Australia was lush and
fertile and covered with huge trees ooo and giant creatures., The myth accurately
describes the Permian periodo"
Amazing indeed Mr Robinsono _The Permian period ended 200 million years ago
but man did not arrive until 197 million years later!
The original newspaper article gives us some background on this Mr
Robinsono He has been a horse-breaker, ballet dancer, opera singer, jockey u
fettler, swaggie and station hand, and is now "one of Australia 0 s authorities on
Aboriginal legends" I wish him an early success in his next careero
John Prytz next describes the discovery of a skeleton which is particularly
tall for an aboriginal ( lo89m or 6ft 2 l/2in), was buried in an unusual
posture, and with a necklace of 180 Tasmanian Devil teeth., The teeth were each
rrom a different Devil; and 2,000 years older than the aboriginalo The author
reaches various conclusions and speculations, but I feel the explanation lies in
archaeology rather than ETI. An astronaut with a tooth necklace, indeed!
0

REMAINS (Archaeological)
The author describes a stone arrangement covering 400 hectares in the
Simpson deserto It was "constructed probably up to 10,000 years ago", whatever
that means. The punchline is:
"Such a size of course immediately suggests that total comprehension or
meaning, the 'Big Pictureu, would only be visible from the air ooa " o
This brings back visions of Van Daniken gibbering as the BBC camera
revealed that his "spacecraft parking bays" in Peru were simply the knee-joints
of a large bird outlineo

ISOLATION
The Australian continent and its people were physically and culturally
isolated for 10,000 years, it is believed o The author asks us to explain various
cross-cultural tid-bits:
Egyptian
* Some
aboriginal
rock carvings
in Queensland
resemble
hieroglyphics o A museum curator has suggested that Australia was visited by
ancient Egyptians o
* A member of the Aboriginal Art Board was struck by the "uncanny stylistic
similarities between the work of the first Australians and the first
Americans" o This includes the use of sand in paintings ; dance rhythms, and
geometric designs in paintings o
* Some face engravings found in Siberia are "almost identical" to some in
the Cleland Hills (north-west of Alice Springs)
While examining books on aboriginal art, I found a surprising variety of
abstract forms o Hairlines can be rendered as layered, dotted, or out-standing ;
0
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Fig 2
Fig 1
some faces show distinct expressionso Human forms can be realistic, or weirdly
distorted, or of cubistic Picasso form. Areas are often grained, lined or
cross-hatched,.
It is evident that early races were highly imaginative in their art, and
many resemblances can be expected by coincidence if one searches long enough
* The final tid-bit in this section is a rock painting in which the
figures' heads have a dotted outline (Figure l)o Nine pages of PrytzGs
article are headed with a reduced version of this as a logo Although not
mentioned in the text, it is obvious that this material has been included
to suqqest that the head-dresses represent space helmets
In considering other explanations I noticed a similarity to a Pitjandjara
tribesman with painted stripes (Figure 2)o Alternatively, the bark painting of a
turtle by the Gunwinggu tribe (part shown in Figure 3) has a similar dotted
outlineo Would ufologists also suggest that this is an extra-terrestrial turtle?
0

0

0

ART WORKS

The one and a half pages of this
section
deal with rock paintings and
engravings
discovered
in
Central
Australia by an expedition sponsored by
"The
Australian"
newspaper.
The
expedition was headed
by
Mr
Robert
Edwards, curator of anthropology at the
South Australian Museum, and was reported
in "The Australian" in six parts during
14-22 April 1970.
The findings of the Edwards expedition are described at length. There are
circles, small human figures, and serpents o One find has a "complete bodily
outline, its legs spread slightly ooo a small mouth ooo hornlike protusions oo ..
an engraved cross"o Prytz suggests the cross is related to christianity, or
perhaps King Arthur of Camelot,.
Then the expedition found faces "without parallel in ancient Australian art
ono with heart-shaped facesr hooked noses ooo horns ooo and with laughter and
sadness"o
Finally some general comments by Edwards are quoted o "ooo there are all the
signs of a break in time between the aborigine and the men who created this art o
It is as though primitive people recorded their rough beliefs and crude religion
as a sort of bible in the rocks - then suddenly stopped living, and then another
man came and adopted the art as sacred and , holding it in awe, began to build
his own ritual and ceremony around the siteso"
The situation may seem strange, but does it sound like the actions of Mr
Prytz 0 s astronauts?
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ORAL TRADITIONS
This section contains two items which Prytz claims are quite suggestiveo
Firstly he quotes from a 1975 newspaper article which quotes from a 1878 book
which reports some conversations with aborigineso When asked "Is the earth round
like this ball or square like this box?", two girls replied "Round like a ball"o
Some choicea
Secondly, the terrifying spirit man kadaitcha is described o He produces
glowing stones from his body o He kills, resurrects, and then slowly kills his
victim again for no apparent reason o In more modern times a a22 rifle is
employed a
What is i t that this suggests to you, Mr Prytz? Are these the actions of an
extra-terrestrial?
CONCLUSION
Another piece of evidence appears in the final sectiono Two popular
television travellers described rock engravings as showing figures wearing
breathing apparatus, and claimed: "Experts who have examined these engravings,
say they were done 10,000 years ago q probably by aborigines who had seen the
arrival of creatures from another planeto"
Want to find out who these experts are? Then you will have to ask the
Leyland Brothers!
Finally Prytz concludes "ooo there is very little need to relate as to howv
sometimes by a stretch of the imagination, the above material could be related
to "Ancient Astronauts" o
I am afraid I cannot see any connectiono
But at least the method of reasoning of such "Ufologists" is laid bareo The
desired subject is closely examined at the level of the daily press and the
self-styled experto Any little coincidence, peculiarity or as yet unexplained
of
for the intervention
evidence
as
construed
immediately
is
item
extra-terrestrialso
Such Ufologists do not bother to develop a consistent theory and test it
against the facts, as in legitimate enquiryo They abandon their reason in their
overpowering will to believeo
MEMBERS WORK PUBLISHED
Four of our members have recently had work published or broadcast
Committee member Dr Allan Christophers had an article published in the
April issue of the New Zealand Medical Journal titled: "Butyl mercaptan
poisoning in the Parnell Civil Defence emergency: fact or fiction?"
the New Zealand
After the 1973 Civil Defence emergency at Parnell
Government appointed a Commission of Enquiry. The Commission decided that the
symptoms experienced by people in Parnell were due to poisoning by butyl
mercaptan leaking -from drums stored locally o
Allan disputes this view and in his article suggests a diagnosis of mass
hysteria. Incidents of mass hysteria have often been given a paranormal
explanation. Readers may remember Allan's article on the subject of mass
hysteria in "the Skeptic" No 1
Erica Heftmann, once a member of the Unification Church or "Moonies" but
now a skeptic has just had her book "The Dark Side of the Moonies" published by
Penguin Australia.
Most of her book is an exciting first-hand account of her recruitment into,
and life in the "Moonies", and her kidnapping and de-programming from the cult o
Dr Peter Morton had an article on ESP published in "Omega" .. Peter submitted
it to us simultaneously and we have printed the full article,
Max
Gerrand had his review of
Australian Skeptics Secretary James
Charlesworth's booklet "Science, Non-Science & Pseudo-Science" broadcast by ABC
Radio on 6 May in their Science Book Review session This review is published in
this issueo
Perhaps if you have your work published you might like to send us a copy
for our library and possible review in this magazine
0

0

0

0

0
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AUSTRALIA

Paranormal Australia is a regular feature of "the Skeptic".
We rely on
readers forwarding us newspaper cuttings from throughout Australia on paranormal
topics. Limited space enables the publication of only a few extracts from the
many cuttings sent.
However all cuttings go into our resource library and may
form the basis of later research. Please keep an eye out for suitable cuttings
and forward them to our P.O. Box 1555P, G.P.O. Melbourne. 3001.

GHOST WEARS STRIPED BIKINI
Di Klose was visited by a beautiful ghost, wearing a striped bikini, who:* caused household objects to vanish;
* blew up the family car;
* created a putrid smell in the house;
* kept exploding the swimming pool filter.
However the ghost has turned friendly and now even gives Di tips when she
is playing cards.
(Adelaide Advertiser, 10 July 1982)
(SUN, 10 July 1982)
(Truth
20 July 1982)
(Pix-People, 24 July 1982)
DECODING DOCTOR
Sydney's Dr Lionel Jay claims to have isolated the embodiment in nature of
divine purpose.
This required breakthroughs in the detailed knowledge of the physical
constants of matter, of the precise dimensions of the planetary orbits and of
the histories of the biblical scriptures.
Dr Jay's project links man's oldest and newest spheres of investigation group theory, a sophisticated branch of mathematics and the ancient art of
divining the innate
character of religious writings through mathematical
decoding.
(The Australian, 27 July 1982)
GIGO
-Astrology teacher Clair Burnett uses a TRS 80 computer to work out the
birth-charts and horoscopes of her students at Brighton (Vic) Recreation Centreo
Clair says the computer is a boon to astrologers as it dispenses with pages
of mathematical calculations needed to calculate positions of the sun 6 stars,
moon and planets.
Clair stated that a lot of potential astrology students are deterred from
learning astrology when they had- to work with so much mathematicso
(Southern Cross, 24 February 1982)
UFO HUNT
Noel Martin of Wollongong has given up his job to search for a UFO he saw
sink off the coast in 1957.
Noel was only seven at the time but can remember the fiery ball passing
over his head before it crashed.
Noel has set up a company, UFO Discovery '82, and hopes to raise $200,000
so he can start the salvage operations in November.
(SUN, 26 July 1982)

A SPIRITED THERAPY
Ernie Zeydel, tutor in occupational therapy at Queensland University, has
just invented a device called a Magneton which he claims can spirit away
toothache, ear ache, sinus trouble, arthritis, rheumatism, migraine, stomach
ache, mild epilepsy and asthma.
The Magneton allegedly works by sending electro-magnetic waves to the
affected area of the body, supposedly restoring the energy balance in the body
to allow the body to cure itself.
Ernie claims by holding the Magneton on his body for a few minutes he can
increase his energy so much that two strong men are unable to lift him. Ernie
also claims to be able to draw energy from trees by wrapping his arms around
them.
(Post, 26 August 1982)
FLOATING A LOAN DOME
Dennis Dickson advertised for investors for his floating geodesic domes in
Brisbane in July and received many replies.
Dennis stated that he envisaged geodesic spheres about 800m in diameter
which could float in the air. When the sun shines on such a dome the temperature
of the air inside rises and the dome will float in the air.
At night huge plastic curtains would be dropped over the domes to slow down
the cooling and keep them aloft over night.
The spheres could be tethered to mountains, driven round the world or
connected to the earth by flexible highways.
(Sunday Mail, 1 August 1982)

CURSE OF THE CHEVIOT
Four of six skindivers who touched the wreck of the steamer "Cheviot" off
Portsea (Vic) have died. The dead skindivers include Prime Minister Harold Holt.
The other two have survived brushes with death.
All six were unaware the wreck contained twenty-eight bodies when they
touched the wreck.
(Sunday Mail, 8 August 1982)
TELEPATHY
John Pinkney states "Many scientists now believe that telepathy is an
ability we are all born with, whatever our race. Westerners lose the gift when,
as children, they start reading, watching television and clutter their minds
with less efficient forms of communication."
{Pix-People, 17 August 1982)
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LETTERS
SKEPTICISM IN THE CLASSROOM
What Skeptics Are Up Against
by Peter Hogan
When Uri Geller was in Australia a few years ago I was taking a group of
year 10 boys for Science. One of the boys, Tony, was claiming that he could read
people's minds. He claimed that if you drew a geometric shape on a piece of
paper and concentrated on it, he could tell what shape you were thinking of. I
was invited to a demonstratio n during the lunch-break one day. It soon became
obvious that he was using an accomplice to tell him what was on the paper.
As there was a fair amount of interest in Uri Geller, and because some of
I decided to talk to them about the
the boys were being taken in by Tony,
such
of taking a skeptical attitude to
the importance
paranormal and
things. Using Eysenck's Sen-6e And Non-6en-6e In P-6tjehology, which has a chapter on
Telepathy and Clairvoyance ,! gave examples of people claiming to have ESP who
had been exposed by careful investigatio n. We talked about the importance of
keeping an open mind when confronted with such phenomena and the possibility of
other explanations .
I decided that 1 with Tony's help, I would demonstrate what I was talking
about and also check whether my talk had been effective. The morning before the
next Science class I asked Tony if he would give a demonstratio n to the class. He
agreed and I gave him a piece of paper with the symbols that I would use. Later
in the classroom Tony was sent out of the room while I showed the boys the
symbols I would transmit to him. When he came back into the room we went through
his act a couple of times. Most of the boys were impressed and delighted with
Tony's "success".
I then asked them how many believed that Tony was telepathic. To my dismay
about two-thirds of the class put there hand up. I asked th~m if they could think
of any other explanation for Tony's success. A couple of boys suggested that he
may have just been lucky as there was only a few geometric shapes to choose
from.No other explanations were forthcoming and no-one suggested trickery. I then
asked Tony to stand up and show his piece of paper with the shapes on it. There
was laughter and I think some relief. A few boys then remembered that I had
spoken to Tony that morning.
I was dismayed and disappointed that so many of the class were taken
in. Perhaps it is a tribute to the trust that students have in teachers, but it
did not say much for my previous lesson on skepticism. It is obviously going to
be difficult getting our message across.
PS. It may be asked whether I abused the trust of the boys by doing the
demonstratio n with Tony. I think it was justified because:
(1) I was making an important point for there benefit.
(2) I did not gain anything myself.
I think the students appreciated this and I was not aware of any change in
our relationship arising from the demonstratio n.

VeaJt SJJt,

I would be vvuJ in,teJtuted to hea.Jt 61Lom any ILeadeJt who hM any pll.opell.
-6uent.,l6ie evidenee 06 the e66ieaey (oil. othe.Jr.W,We) 06 negat,lve ion genell.atoMQ
I WM ll.eeently told by an aequain,tan.ee that when a negat,lve ion gene.Jtatoll.
1
WM tU1Lned on in h,W -6on' -6 bed'Wom at ru,ght, h,W f.>on' -6 mo1UU,ng hay 6evelL, 01Lor:
whieh he had been -6u66ell.,tng 6Mm yeaM, WM not pll.uen,t the _6oliowing mo/LJU,ng.
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To my gftea:t. J.,WLpfvUe, my ac.qu.a,,i.n,tanc.e agfteed :t_o c.onduc.:t_ a J.,e,.i,e.ntio-ic. ;t,u;t_
06 /u,f., c.£.cum (06 wfu.c.h, inude.nta.lly, he. and /u,f., f.,On weJr.e. ;t,hoftoughe.y c.onv.lnc.e.d).,
The. J.,,lmple. tut pMc.e.dWLe. WM 60ft the. ion ge.ne/l.a,toft :t_o be. f.,ome. n.lgh.t6 f.,WUc.he.d,
J.,ome. n.lgh.t6 066, bu:t_ fu.dde.n 6Mm ;t,he. f.,on, who ;t,he. 6ollow.lng moftn.lng would WIU.t.e.
down fu.f., own op.uuon 06 whezhell. the. mac.fu.ne. had been J.,wl;tc.hed on oft 066
(depe.nd.lng on whezhe.ft fiiA hay 6e.vell. t,00,6 pftue.n:t. oft abJ.,en:f.) .,
The ;t,ut WM c.onduue.d 60ft 20 n.lghu, a:t. wluc.h .tune I analyJ.,e.d the. ftUulu
and 6ound ;t,ha:t. the f., on WM c.oMe.c.:t. .ln w · J.,:t.a:t.e.me.n:t. o6 whet.hell. the mac.fu.ne WM
f.,WUc.hed on oft 066 on ugh:t. oc.c.Mion6 and Wftong on 12 oc.c.Mion6 (06 c.oU/Lf.,e pWLe.
c.hanc.e. would have. made. fu.m Jt.lgh:t. on an aveJr.age 06 ten oc.c.MionJ.J) o
When pftuen:t.e.d w.lt.h :t.fu.f.J e.videnc.e. ;t,he f.,on WM eM.i.i.y c.onvinc.ed that the
mac.fu.ne l00-6 UJ.JelU.60 Howevell. ;t,he. 6a:t.hell. WM muc.h hall.dell. to c.onv.lnc.e.! He
even:t.l.Ulle.y c.onc.eded that pell.ha.p-0 ;t,he. mac.fii.ne had no phy.6ic.al e66ec.:t. on hay
6eveft, bu;t, "i6 il hM a pJ.,yc.hologic.al be.ne6il, il .lJ., f.,:U.ll, wo!t:t.h UJ.Jing".,
In f.iwnmaJty, my .6-<.mple expvumen:t. c.ould not pMve. any phyJ.iic.al be.ne6U 06
the. negative ion gene/l.a:t.oft in :t.fu.f., pa!tilc.ula!t c.Meo I'd be vell.y in:t.eJr.uted to
heaJt othell. .6 k.e.ptic.-6 ' expe!t.le.nc.e-6 .,
Tftevoft Sau.ell.
QueenJ.Jland

A PRECOGNITIVE DREAM?
In the Lowe by-election a columnist noted electors had the chance to vote
for a candidate who is trying to prove the truth of premonitions. Fred Martin,
of Broken Hill, will stand as an Independent and wear a special election uniform
of a track suit, with red stripes to represent Britain and a blue stripe to
represent the United States.
Mr Martin claimed he had a dream that he won the election and was standing
beside a white car and people were congratulating himo Just a couple of days
after the dream, Sir Billy McMahon resigned in Lowe. While on holidays Mr Martin
saw the white car and bought it. Mr Martin planned to drive his car from Broken
Hill to Burwood to meet his future constituents.
The final figures showed Mr Martin had amassed 49 votes, Oo08% of total
formal votes cast.
(S.MoH., 11/2/82, p.15)

IMITATION IS 1'HE SINCEREST FORM OF FLA'ITERY
The newest local chapter of the Committee for the Scientific Investigation
of Claims of the Paranormal has been formed in San Francisco.
As the title "San Francisco Chapter of the Committee for the Scientific
Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal" is a bit of a mouthful, they decided
to call themselves the "Bay Area Skeptics". Now where would they have got the
inspiration for a brilliant title like that?
Skeptics.
fellow
our
on
article
an
overleaf,
reproduce,
We
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The Skeptics
Who Debunk
Pseudo-Science
B)'.' MICHAEL ROBERTSON

hematologist and oncologist wi.tb a
practice in Mountain View. He is on
the clinical medie:al f acuity of the
Stanford University 1'-tedical Center
and teaches classes on medical
fraud there and elsewhere.
His fell ow board members are
also respectably credentialed. Sandbek is a clinical psychologist in
private practice near Sacramento
specializing in anorexia and bulimia. Sheaffer is a science writer
and programmer of highly specialized computer software.
Lawrenee Jerome is a writer .
college instructor and consultant
trained as an engineer. Andy Fraknoi is executive officer of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific
and former newspaper astronomy
columnist.

Steiner, the catalyst for the
Dr. Wallace Sampson, one of
group's
formation, is a CPA and
the group's six directors, prefers
part-time
professional psychic dethey concentrate on teaching.
bunker.
hough a majority of the
But, he says, "I am in favor of
group's members are sciendebunking newsworthy cases.
tists of one sort or another.
The Shroud of Turin, precogni- There may be no other way except
they insist their viev.·s are
tion, UFOs, psychic surgery, crea- to investigate and expose. We hear
ttftnism, psycho-kinesis, laetrile, a great deal about psychic healers not monolithic. Sandhek. for exammental telepathy, palm reading, · and psychics fin ding missing per- ple, is an evangelical Christian. SteiKirlian auras, astrology, the Ber- sons. But we don't hear about skep- ner is a militant atheist.
muda Triangle and William Shat- tics challenging these claims. If peoThe group might legitimately
ner's hairline - the 35 people as- ple know an organization can dispel criticize the teaching of creationsembled here tonight are festoon- claims. they may be less likely to ism in public schools because. as
ing these problematic notions 'with accept them.''
Sampson puts it, in that situation
question marks the way some peo(''Have Doubts Will Travel," you have "religion claiming to be a
ple put tinsel on a Christmas tree.
their cards might say. "Wire Skep- science. But prayer in the schools
- I think that's out of bounds for
; Though the talk is good. tics, San Francisco."l
the organization."
around 11 p.m. the card tricks and
oard member ·Robert
hand magic begin. Psychologist
Sampson is personally uncomSheaffer. author of "The
Tflrry Sandbek does a couple. lJFO
fortable
with the term • "skeptic"
UFO Verdict: Examining
r~earcher Robert Sheaffer does a
because
it
suggests that members of
the Evidence." is particcouple. Host Steiner does a couple ularly irritated by what he consid- the group would prefer not to bedozen.
ers to be the media's ready accept- lieve in anything.
These are quick, clever dece~ ance of outrageous claims. He
Sandbek agrees that the "word
tions. and the skeptics love them hopes the group will serve ·as a is loaded . . . 1 would love to see
all. It is play with a purpose, catch resource for confused newspeople
psychic phenomena proved true.
me-if-you-c-an. The skeptics don't - if only they will ask.
Like Carl Sagan. I would like defiknow how it's done, but they know
"Look at all the positi\•e stories nite proof we've been visited 1from
they're being tricked. And that. not
outer space). My job is to prove such
ironically. is what they love most of about the Shroud of Turin." he things do exist. But I have.n 't found
says. "There is an irresponsible eleau.
ment in the press that reaches for that proof yet."
sensationalism. A stot:v on UFOs is
Sheaffer uses the UFO controBay Area Skeptics is an idea treated as if it were filler :·
versy to illustrate what he believes
searching for a final shape. The
When Sheaffer was young. he is the crucial difference between
group is actually the local chapter says he believed in flying saucers, healthy skcpticism and uncritical
of the Committee for the Scientific encouraged by the popular press. belief.
Investigation of the Claims of the But after doing serious reading and
"We can be proved wrong. but
Paranormal. But the Bay Area research, "I modified my views. I
they
can't. One UFO in Golden Gate
Skeptics would like to take an even felt I had been had. Why isn't somePark
for one hour, and we 're
broader approach.
one contradicting so much misin- proved wrong before the whole
formation? Ifs like a natural force, world. But no matter how many
The question is how broad?
like erosion. If no one opposes it. cases skeptiC's refute, tbelievers> say
Shall they simply "tell," provid- it'll win by default. "
they just weren't the right ones."
ing volunteer teachers for schools
Though ttiey enjoy an occasionand other interested groups? Or
Members of the group agree
trick, the Bay Area Skepties there are real dangers in not deal
card
shall they also ·'show." tackling
are serious people. Sampson is a manding compelling proof for pseufake psychics one-on-one?

o doubt about it, the
founding party of the Bay
Area Skeptics at Bob Steiner's El Cerrito apartment
is a big success.

N

T

B

•
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Bay Area Skeptics Bob ·steiner, Robert Sheaffer, Kali, Lawrence Jerome and Wallace Sampson
do-scientific phenomena. Law enforcement officers can waste time
and energy listening to psychic
crime-solvers.
Passivity is encouraged When
UFO believers wa_it for God-like aliens to intervene and clean up the
world's mess. The seriously ill can
be diverted from traditional medicine · until it is too late by psychic
healers and by medical "discover- '
ies" like laetrile.

Their cards
might read
'Have
I'
·z1 Doubts
w, Trave
.

with a fellow Iowa State faculty
member who was offering academ. ic courses in which all sorts -of
psychic claims were treated as fact,
he met Steiner. That was the real
beginning of steiner's career as a
debunker.
Some of the skeptics are almost
exuberant in their doubt. Patterson
It is 1 in the morning, and is not.
almost everyone has left. Steiner's·
Humanity's problem is gullibilihouseguest, Jack Patterson, profeslack of intelligence, he
not
ty,
sor of engineering at Iowa State
thinks.
University, rests in an armchair. He
is a somber, impressively quiet
man.
kepticism is useful tool in
virruallv anvevaluating
In an indirect way, he is rething. including skepticism
sponsible for the birth of the group.
itse)f.
In the '70s, during a public battle
"T~e willingness to think critically is a matter of courage, which
most people don't have. To have
that courage ... ," Patterson pauses.
.... . sometimes I believe you almost
have to betray your parents to
learn how to think critically."

5

The Bay Area Skeptics do have
a critic, or at least a f rieud who
fears they may go too far.
Psychologist Ray Hyman was
at the organization's founding party not as a member but as a guest, a
highly respected one. He is about to
begin his sabbatical from the University of Oregon, where be has
taught since 1961.
During the next academic year
Hyman. a specialist in the science
of thinking, will be the Thoma::;
Welton Stanford visiting professor
at Stanford University .
Thomas Welton was Senator
Leland Stanford's youngest brother, who went to Australia as a
young man and never left it. A
believer in spiritualism, in 1912 he
gave $50,000 to the universitv to
establish a "psychical research fellowship.··
Hyman, who has spent over 30
years testing psychic claims, is not
in complete sympathy with the Bay
Area Skeptics and their ~oals.
Long-term education of the
public is a good idea, but he doubts
the value of headline grabbing by
confronting bog-us psychics; "It's
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like chopping the heaci of a hydra.

A thousand more grow.'"
He also fears a possible conflict,.
of interest because Bob Steiner.
makes part of his living as a professional debunker. (Steiner says he
earns comparatively little in that ·
capacity.)

Some skeptics, Hyman thinks~.
tend to "think they are holier than
thou. They think (those who be-·
lieve>are gullible or stupid.

,, I

n one sense (the skeptics)
are dogmatic, just like the
other side. They know science. They think they
can't be fooled. I think they can be
taken."

HELP

-

and before ·
he began graduate study at Johns :
Hopkins University from which he '
received his Ph.D. in experimental ·
psychology - Hyman read palms.
He was a professional entertainer,
and it was part of his act. But he
gradually became convinced he .
had a genuine gift. This self-decep-,!
tion JreaQ,ently happens among
·
would-be psychics, he says. ·
As a young man -

He discovered the truth about
his talents when a friend advised he.
tell .people the exact· opposite of
what their palms "said." To his surprise, .his subjects still lavishly
praised his accuracy.
Drawtng· on bis own experi
ence, Hyman sees certain hazards

in.bai'd-eore skepticism. '1 have a

background in magic. I know J can
be fooled, that a may see a new
trick) and have no answer whatsover, at least for a w_hile. 1· might be
confronted by a legitimate psychic,
and think that it was only a new
trick."
Hyman agrees that abuses like
medical fraud must be exposed. But
a defense can be made, he thinks,
of those psychics who confine their
ministrations to the spirit.
Psychic readers, Hyman says,
can do good. "People come away
better able to deal with their problems. They become aware of new
·insights and new possibilities. The
fallacy, of course, is· that it's the
psychic reader. A computer could
do the job just as well. It all comes
from within."

MORE SUBSC RIBER S WANTED!

At present we have 159 subscribe rso We print 500 copies of each issue: 159
go to subscribe rs, 15 to overseas sections of CSICOP, 25 to the media, 8 to
(free) and the rest are kept to meet future orders from new
libraries
subscribe rso
For the Skeptic to be fully viable we need a minimum of 200 subscribe rso At
present we are surviving by donations which we would rather use to build up a
resource library and to cover research costs.
Included in this issue is a recruitin g leafleto We ask that you give it to
someone who you feel may be intereste d in subscribin g. If you think you can
distribut e more leaflets, write and let us know how many you could distribut e
.
and where you could distribut e themo
The other way you can help recruit new · subscribe rs is by writing an article
about us for any journal that might publish i t o Our New South Wales Chairman ,
Barry Williams, wrote an article for the September issue of "Laborato ry News"
which attracted additiona l subscribe rso We can help you write the articleo
If we do not increase the number of subscribe rs we will be forced to reduce
our free list and print run or increase subscript ions.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you are not already a SUBSCRIBER to "the Skeptic", why d e lay?
$6 will bring you the four issues of 1982 0 Simply photostat this form or
otherwise send your name and address to:GPO Box 1555P,
Melbourne Vic
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BOOK REVI EW
~CIENCE, NON-SCIENCE & PSEUDO-SCIENCE by Max Charlesworth, ABC
Lectures, published by Deakin University Press $3.95 bookleto

Science

Show

0

These lectures were commissioned by Robyn Williams for his ABC "Science
Show"o He states in his preface that the lectures were to "give us a tNoddy's
Guide' to philosophers of scienceoooI had found that students, teachers and
laypeople; let's be frank: most scientists too, knew next to nothing of the
history and philosophy of scienceo"
A good understanding of science and its method in the community would make
us all skeptics and avoid the need to have a special organisation to query the
claims of the astrologers, the clairvoyants, the diviners, et ceterao More
importantly, if we all made our everyday . decisions through a scientific
evaluation of the facts then our future would be bettero Indeed such is the
probabilty of World War 3 that unless we scientifically examine the causes that
are leading us into Armageddon we do not look like having a futureo
Unfortunately Max Charlesworth, as a believer in religion rather than
science, is not the person to provide this needed understanding of sciencea
Bertrand Russell, in his introduction to his "History of Western Philosophy"
maps out the relative domains of science, philosophy and theology as follows:
and theologyo Like
"philosophy is something intermediate between science
theology, i t consists of speculations on matters to which definite knowledge
has, so far, been unascertainable; but like science, it appeals to human reason
rather than authority •• oAll definite knowledge - so I would contend - belongs to
science; all dogma as to what surpasses definite knowledge belongs to theologyo
sides, this
••o there is a No Man's Land, exposed to attack from both
is •• oPhilosophy."
If you accept that science is the realm of definite knowledge - Chalesworth
does not, he calls it an "imperial" claim and labels it "scientism" - then this
explains why scientists and other pragmatists do not see value in a philosophy
of science which does not provide some use, some knowledge.
The central belief of science is that knowledge or truth, the understanding
by which we make decisions for our future, is found by observing facts,
inventing hypotheses to fit the facts and testing out the hypotheses against
further factso When a hypothesis is found to fit all known facts then the
hypothesis can be regarded as true. Nowhere in Charlesworth's lectures is this
fundamental concept, scientific truth, expressedo Just as the militarists of the
middle ages required the development of the scientific laws of motion to
foretell where their cannon balls would land so in our modern life we require
scientists to foretell where our decisions - individual, company or governmental
will land us. If the forecasts are wrong, the science is bad and needs
correctiono
Charlesworth considers five philosophies of science - those of Bacon,
Popper, Lakatos, Kuhn and Feyerabend - and ends by confessing he cannot define
science nor its method {yet he says he can recognise science though he does
not say how!)o
Charlesworth lists five "grave difficulties or problems" with the Baconian
prescription for scientific method o The first is that a scientist's collection
of facts is prejudged, it is "theory-laden" .. This is a philosophic objection,
Probably the most important factor in the success of a
not a practical problemo
scientist is his skill in selecting the relevant facts. I recall my science
"treasure your exceptions" - as a valuable precept for
master's dictum
scientific success .. I understand Australian Nobel prize winner, Sir Macfarlane
Burnet, had an outstanding capacity for seizing upon such discrepancieso The
test whether all relevant facts have been covered is whether the scientific law
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is found to be true in its applicationo If it is found to be not true for some
facts then the law has to be amended.
Charlesworth queries the justification for using induction. The scientist
replies it works, that is the justification for all scienceo If the inductive
hypothesis is found not to apply to new facts in more general areasq then again
the hypothesis needs revisiono Again taking Sir Macfarlane Burnet as example, he
was particularly quick in changi_n g a working hypothesis and inventive in
thinking up a new one, often to the consternation of his team still regarding
the facts from the old stanceo
Next Charlesworth raises another philosophic objection - induction will
never yield the generalisations, the theories from the
laws~ The practical
scientist is not particularly concerned how he arrives at a general theory, the
main feature if that such are produced, probably by an inductive/deductive
process, and their validity established by seeing if the theory conforms with
all known facts and can be tested against possible facts.
Charlesworth complains
that Bacon neglects the
important part that
mathematics can play in scienceo Scientists would say that whilst the logical
deductions of mathematics are often essential in the expression and logical
testing of scientific truth, yet there
are some areas where mathematics is
minimal, if used at allo For example, Darwin's Theory of Natural Selection owes
little to mathematics o
Finally Charlesworth objects to the assumptions of Baconian science that
Nature is knowable and worth knowing, and that Nature operates in a regular or
uniform way, and not capriciously. The short pragmatic reply from the scientist
is that these assumptions are valid because if they were not, science would not
work, could not be used to guide our futureo
In his treatment of the four post-Baconian philosophers of scienceo
Charlesworth does not provide any major different approach to the Baconian
method that would be helpful to modern-day scientistso (It is claimed the latter
represent 90% of all scientists that have ever lived, such is the explosive
growth of scienceo) Popper's concept of imagining tests to prove the falsity of
a scientific theory can be handy in differentiating between the natural and the
supernatural but is not earth-shattering. Popper is dangerous to science in
the
West, as Lysenko was to science in the USSR, when he endeavours to
associate his scientific approach with politics.
Lakatos endeavoured to make
Popper's
approach more philosophically
acceptable but ends up with not so much a scientific method as setting down
modern aims in science research prograrraneso Kuhn's approach is that science
method has evolved from Aristotle's time but Charlesworth admits that the
medieval time of the religious Reformation also saw~a revolution in scienceo
Finally
Feyerabend sets the cat among
the philosophic pigeons
by
proclaiming there is no scientific rnethodo It is here that Charlesworth comes
closest in his treatment to giving us a glimpse of the "wood" of science, its
basis, yet quickly tells us to avert our gaze because what Feyerabend (and
believers in science) call science is "scientism", it is an ideology and should
not be accepted as providing the trutho Yes science is an ideology, a belief
system, but with a difference: its truth is continually being tested by the
truthfulness or otherwise of its predictionso
With such diverse conclusions from philosophers since Bacon's time is it
any wonder that scientists do not see much to gain from studying themo
- James Gerrand
"the Skeptic is published by The Australian Skeptics, the Australian section of
the international Committee for the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the
Paranormal.
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